CAD CAM
CAD stands for Computer Aided Design. This is where a designer
will use computer soŌware to draw a design idea instead of using
pencil and paper.
CAD is used by companies to help customers decide how they
want their product to look. Examples – When buying a new car or
Product designers are given a Design Brief. Their job is to kitchen you can see what the finished product is going to look like.
create an idea that will meet the brief. In order to design
CAM stands for Computer Aided Manufacture.
an idea that meets the Design Brief the designer will
complete a Design Brief Analysis. This is where they look This is where a CAD drawing is sent to a CAM machine which will
carefully at the Design Brief and decide what they need to make the product.
research (find out) before they design the product.

User Research

SomeƟmes the client (the person that sets the brief) will
set guidelines that they must follow.
For this project the client expects the Puzzle Game to; be
made out of MDF, Pine and clear Acrylic, be 120mm x
120mm and have two ball bearings.
Other research is oŌen needed to find out what the user
wants. This could be done by asking them to complete a
quesƟonnaire.

CNC Codes ‐ The Laser CuƩer has been used to engrave your design onto one side of the Puzzle Game. To do this it turned your
drawing into a Numerical Code. CAM machines such as the laser cuƩer are also known as CNC machines. (Computer
Numerically Controlled). The computer code tells the laser cuƩer where it needs to cut. The bed of the laser cuƩer is one
large grid. The Laser CuƩer turns your drawing into a CNC code. This CNC code represents numbers on the X and Y
coordinates. This code is followed by the laser so that it knows where to cut.

